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“COMMUNICATING HOPE AND TRUST IN OUR TIME.” - POPE FRANCIS

BALANGIGA BELLS HOME AT LAST
By Roy Lagarde

THE Balangiga Church has received back its
bells with hopes that not only will it energize
the people’s faith, but will also boost their
dignity as a community.
Speaking during the handover ceremony,
the Bishop Crispin Varquez of Borongan
that he wished that the bells’ return would
strengthen and encourage those who believe
in Christ.
“We owe it to our forebears that we must
continue to work together more strongly and
more committedly that these bells will help
bolster our faith, our history, our dignity and
our socio-economic development,” he said.
He assured the locales that the bells will
never be separated from them again and that
they will remain inside their church.
“Balangiga, never again will these bells be
taken away from you,” Varquez said. “These
have symbolized your courage, heroism, love
for freedom and democracy.”
Children waving bell-shaped cutouts and
tearful residents gathered in Balangiga on
Dec. 15 to welcome the three bells that were
taken by American soldiers 117 years ago.
The troops took the bells following an
attack by bolo-wielding Balangiga residents,
who killed 48 American soldiers in one of
the US Army’s worst single-battle losses of
that era.
The bells are revered by Filipinos as
symbols of national pride but for the Church,
the artifacts calls the faithful to pray and
worship God.
“In a word, the bells bridge us to God and
to one another. The bells are an integral part
and parcel of our daily life in the community,”
the bishop said.
“Please be assured that we will return the
bells to their original purpose—and care
and cherish them as a precious legacy of the
profound faith, heroism and courage of our
forebears,” he added.
Varquez then thanked the government
that have been working for the return of the
bells for decades.
He also lauded the US government and the
American veterans “who stood gallantly, both

Balangiga parishioners and guests huddle in excitement around one of the three bells after the thanksgiving mass at the St. Lawrence the Deacon and Martyr Parish on December 15,
2018. (Photo courtesy of Roy Lagarde)

in war and in peace, to uphold the heroism
and courage of their comrades”.
“To the many individuals and groups
who have persistently worked, lobbied and
prayed for the eventual return of these bells,
I bow to you in sincere appreciation and
thankfulness,” he said.
The turnover rites were followed with a
Mass where the bells were blessed in a ritual
led by Bishop Rex Ramirez of Diocese of
Naval and a native of Balangiga.

One of the bells was also tolled, followed
by a minute of silence for those who died in
the bloody war in 1901.
The bells first landed in Manila on Dec.
11 onboard a US Air Force C-130, which
departed from a US military base in Okinawa,
Japan.
The bells arrived Balangiga at about 4
pm on Dec. 14 after they were transported
by a C-130 plane of the Philippine Air Force
from Manila via the airport of Guiuan,

the southernmost town of Eastern Samar
province.
The arrival of the bells was welcomed
with much joy by the townspeople who have
waited for them for more than a century.
“Balangiga! Balangiga!,” was the loud
cheer as the crate was unloaded from the
military truck.
The people expressed their gratitude
by exclaiming: “Salamat! Salamat!” (With
reports from Edmel Raagas/Este News)

Bishop Medroso presides Balangiga mass

Former Bishop of Borongan, Most Rev. Leonardo Medroso, tolls one of the bells after its was
blessed on December 15, 2018. (Photo by Roy Lagarde)

THE former bishop of Borongan
presided over the thanksgiving
mass held at the Parish Church
of St. Lawrence the Deacon and
Martyr in Balangiga, Eastern
Samar, right after the handover of

the three bells from the Philippine
government to the Diocese of
Borongan on December 15, 2018.
Bishop
emeritus
of
the
Diocese of Borongan, Most Rev.
Leonardo Medroso, was given

the honor to preside over the
historic thanksgiving mass for
spearheading
the
diocesan
advocacy for the return of the
Balangiga bells.
According to Msgr. Pepe
Quitorio, Medroso intensified
campaign for the return of the
bells since 1998 by meeting lobby
groups, soliciting support of the
Catholic Bishops’ Conference
of the Philippines (CBCP) and
the United States Conference of
Catholic Bishops (USCCB).
Medroso also sought the
support of the Apostolic Nuncio
to the United States of America
in Washington D.C. and of
Bishop Joseph Hart of Cheyenne,
Wyoming, USA, in whose diocese
resided
most
US
veterans
who strongly objected to the
repatriation of the bells.
In 2005, Medroso, singlehandedly lobbied before several
US Senators and Congressmen in
Washington D.C., and high-ranking
officials at the White House.
Medroso / A9

(Photo by Roy Lagarde)

THE Choir that led the singing at the historic thanksgiving mass
during the handover of the Balangiga Bells at the St. Lawrence the
Deacon and Martyr Parish Church in Balangiga, Eastern Samar, made
a good impression among guests and livestream viewers. Under
the directorship of Fr. Neil Tenefrancia, head of the Committee on
Liturgical Music of the Commission on Liturgy of the Diocese of
Broongan, the chorale was a composite of Schola Cantorum, Balangiga
Performers Group and the Palo Ambassadors Orchestra. (Este News)
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Pope calls PH ‘great Catholic nation’

Pope Francis meets young people at the University of Santo Tomas in Manila, Jan. 18, 2015. PAUL HARING/CNS

Pope Francis has recognized the Philippines as
among the best Catholic nations in the world.
The pontiff particularly noted the country’s
work of mission and evangelization around the
world as one the country’s contribution to the
universal Church.
“Indeed, the noble Church in the Philippines
now stands among the great Catholic nations in
the entire world,” said Francis.
“Hence, no wonder, she continuously sends
missionaries to other regions,” he said.
The pope made the statement in a letter
to Cardinal Thomas Manyo Maeda of Osaka,
appointing him his envoy to the 60th anniversary
celebration of the postwar Manila Cathedral on
Dec. 8.

The pope also recognized the role of the
cathedral as “Mother Church” of the country while
imparting his special blessings to those who will
attend the celebrations.
In his visit to Manila in 2015, Pope Francis said
Filipino Catholics are called to be “outstanding
missionaries of the faith in Asia.”
According to him, being the predominantly
Catholic nation in Asia is “both a blessing and a
vocation”.
Cardinal Maeda is currently the vice president
of the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of Japan
(CBCJ).
Last April 12, he celebrated Mass at the Manila
Cathedral, and after a month was named a
cardinal on May 20 by Pope Francis. (CBCPNews)

VATICAN— Jesus’ birth in a stable, God’s
coming to earth in extreme simplicity, teaches
Christians that love is more valuable than
anything else and is what will change the
world, Pope Francis said.
“In Bethlehem, we discover that the life
of God can enter into our hearts and dwell
there. If we welcome that gift, history changes,
starting with each of us,” the pope said in his
homily at Mass Dec. 24 in St. Peter’s Basilica.
After the singing of the “Kalenda,” the ancient
Christmas proclamation, and the ringing of
the basilica’s bells, Pope Francis lifted a cloth
revealing a statue of the baby Jesus, and he
gently kissed it.
St. Peter’s Basilica was filled with a new
light for the Christmas Mass. For the first time,
the basilica’s new LED lighting was used —
700 light fixtures contain 100,000 LEDs and,
according to the Vatican, will bring an energy
savings of 90 percent.
In his homily, the pope noted how the
Christmas story leads believers back to
Bethlehem, which means “house of bread.”
“Tonight,” he said, “as we hear the summons
to go up to Bethlehem, the house of bread, let
us ask ourselves: What is the bread of my life,
what is it that I cannot do without? Is it the
Lord, or something else?”
“Then,” he continued, “as we enter the
stable, sensing in the tender poverty of the
newborn child a new fragrance of life, the
odor of simplicity, let us ask ourselves: Do
I really need all these material objects and
complicated recipes for living? Can I manage
without all these unnecessary extras and live a
life of greater simplicity?”
When sin entered the world with Adam and
Eve, “mankind became greedy and voracious,”
he said. “In our day, for many people, life’s
meaning is found in possessing, in having an
excess of material objects. An insatiable greed
marks all human history, even today, when,
paradoxically, a few dine luxuriantly while all

too many go without the daily bread needed
to survive.”
But for those who welcome the birth of
Jesus and strive to follow him, the pope said,
the center of life is “no longer my ravenous
and selfish ego, but the one who is born and
lives for love.”
Standing before the manger teaches
believers that what matters in life “is not
material riches but love, not gluttony but
charity, not ostentation but simplicity.”
Another result of sin, he said, is fear,
including fear of God.
But the night Jesus was born, the shepherds
heard an angel telling them not to be afraid.
“How many times do we hear this phrase in
the Gospels: ‘Be not afraid’? It seems that God
is constantly repeating it as he seeks us out,”
the pope said.
“Bethlehem is the remedy” for people’s
fear because despite saying “no” to God, “God
constantly says, ‘yes,’” the pope said. “He will
always be God-with-us. And lest his presence
inspire fear, he makes himself a tender child.”
”Be not afraid: these words were not spoken
to saints but to shepherds, simple people who
in those days were certainly not known for
their refined manners and piety,” he said. “The
Son of David was born among shepherds in
order to tell us that never again will anyone
be alone and abandoned; we have a shepherd
who conquers our every fear and loves us all,
without exception.”
The shepherds, he said, also are a reminder to
Christians to remain awake, watchful and full of
hope, even “amid the gloom of our problems.”
The pope ended his homily with a prayer:
“I want to come to Bethlehem, Lord, because
there you await me. I want to realize that
you, lying in a manger, are the bread of my
life. I need the tender fragrance of your love
so that I, in turn, can be bread broken for
the world. (Cindy Wooden /Catholic News
Service)

Bullies are ‘cowards,
insecure’— Cardinal Tagle
Cardinal Luis Antonio Tagle of Manila has
challenged the youth to make Jesus Christ
“the center of your life” and walk in humility.
Speaking during Mass to open the Year of
the Youth at Our Lady of Guadalupe Minor
Seminary on Sunday, he took up the issue of
bullying, saying that it is rooted in “cowardice
and insecurities”.
“The youth in mission are youth
participating in the mission of Jesus,” Tagle
said in his homily. “If it’s not with Jesus we
will desire for power and even became
bullies.”
“Find strength in Jesus and you can be
calm, humble and confident. You don’t need
to brag. Why? Because you’re with the most
powerful,” he said.
Hundreds of young people from Manila’s
parishes gathered at the San Carlos Seminary

for an overnight event coupled with
prayers, testimonies, forums and musical
performances.
The Church has declared 2019 as the year
of the youth as part of its 9-year journey that
started in 2013 and ends in 2021, the 500th
anniversary of the arrival of Christianity to
the Philippines.
Cardinal Tagle reminded the youth that
where there is Jesus, there is always renewal
and opportunity for conversion.
“The year of the youth will be a failure if
Jesus will not be at the center of it,” he stressed.
He also invited the young Filipinos to take
the year-long celebration as an opportunity
to deepen their relationship with God.
“There will be lots of activities but let us
also think how these will lead us to unite with
the mission of Jesus,” he said. (CBCPNews)

‘All the more we should go
to Church’ – lay group says

Pope at Christmas: Come to the manger
with love, charity, simplicity

Council of the Laity of the Philippines president Julieta Wasan and Manila Auxiliary Bishop Broderick Pabillo, chairman of
the CBCP Commission on the Laity, during a recent press conference in Manila.

An umbrella group of Catholic lay
organizations scored President Rodrigo
Duterte for calling on Filipinos to stop going
to church.
In a statement released on Dec. 3, the
Sangguniang Laiko ng Pilipinas (Laiko) took
offense at Duterte for his attacks against the
church and to the point of “maligning” God.
Julieta Wasan, Laiko President, said these
“trying times” call on Catholics to “stand up
for God and defend our faith in him”.
“Now more than ever, we are called to
live a life worthy of our Christian vocation,”
Wasan said.
“All the more now, let us renew our
commitment to go and fill up our churches to
worship and to thank God,” she said.
Wasan stressed that it is only by attending
Eucharistic celebrations can the faithful show

their “supreme act of thanksgiving” to God.
“We bring our families to church as we unite
with the bigger community to express our
gratitude to God for his continued presence
in our midst and for His unconditional love
for all of us,” she said.
In his latest attack against the Catholic
leaders, Duterte, who previously called God
“stupid”, urged the people to stop going
to the church and instead make their own
chapels at home.
“You don’t have to go to church to pay
for these idiots,” said Duterte referring to
bishops who criticized the series of drugrelated killings in the country.
Wasan called on Catholics to proclaim
their faith “courageously” not only through
words but especially “by the life that we live
as faithful followers of Christ”. (CBCPNews)

JOSHUA ALDWIN FISH DEALER
Sabang South, Borongan City
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‘Balangiga bells belong in the church, not in a museum’
By Roy Lagarde
Borongan diocese leaders strongly resist attempts to
keep one of the three Balangiga bells in Manila.
In a statement released Thursday, Bishop Crispin
Varquez and his clergy said the bells should remain
from their “historical and rightful habitat” which is the
St. Lawrence, Deacon and Martyr Parish Church.
“Any effort aimed at such a transfer is a disrespectful
mangling of history and the right of the Catholic faithful
of Balangiga to their private property,” they said.
“But just as we do not transfer Jose Rizal’s family mementoes from the Rizal residence in Calamba to Manila,
nor do we move from Kawit, Cavite the artifacts of the
First Philippine Republic, neither should we transfer
any or all of the Balangiga Bells from their historical
and rightful location: namely, the Roman Catholic Parish Church of St. Lawrence, Deacon and Martyr,” they
said.
The local church officials pointed out that the bells
are “sacramentals” and “sacred artifacts” that call the
faithful to prayer and worship.
“But they especially call them to the sacrament of the
Holy Eucharist, the highest form of prayer and worship
for Catholics. Therefore, they belong in the Church, not
in a museum,” they said.
The church leaders were reacting to Senator Juan
Miguel Zubiri’s Resolution No. 965 that seeks to transfer one of the bells to the National Museum in Manila.
The measure states that keeping a bell in the museum
would give many Filipinos a chance to see the artifact
“and be reminded of the role it played in one of the
bloodiest chapters of the Philippine-American War.”
The diocese said they recognize the national significance of the bells and they likewise desire that they be
correctly appreciated by all Filipinos, in particular by
the young and also by the future generations.
But Zubiri’s proposal, according to them, “does violence to history and the sacred character and purpose
of the Balangiga Bells”.
“It must be rejected,” they exclaimed.
“The Balangiga Encounter at which the bells played

Philippine Airforce personel unload one of the three Balangiga bells after they arrived at the Villamor Air Base in Pasay City on Tuesday, Dec. 11. ROY LAGARDE

a role happened in Balangiga. It is only right that they
be returned to Balangiga and stay in Balangiga,” they
also said.
The bells taken from Balangiga town in Eastern Samar province by US soldiers 117 years ago were flown
to Manila on Tuesday.

The church artifacts were taken as war booty by the
American troops, after 48 of them died in what is now
known as Balangiga massacre.
The bells are expected to arrive in Balangiga on Dec.
15 for a handover ceremony from the Department of
National Defense to the Diocese of Borongan.
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Editorial

What’s up with the
National Museum?

Blad Uzi

Simple and humble
thoughts
Bishop Crispin B. Varquez, D.D.

Advocacy for transformative elections
FROM the time of Creation, God ordained that human beings take responsibility over those who or which
are entrusted to them. God instructed
Adam and Eve to have dominion over
all creation. We can see this practice of
responsibility over others even in the
basic unit of society, the family. The
parents take charge of the well-being
of the family and they give the best of
themselves to care for their children. In
society, some people take charge of the
well-being of the rest of the community. We hear often that our town mayors, for example, are referred to as the
“Amay/Iroy han Bungto”. I often hear
myself being called “Amay hiton aton
Diocese”. We call the leader chosen by
Christ to succeed St. Peter in caring for
His Church our “Santo Papa”. By the
nature of our creation, we need some
people to take care of us, as individuals
or as a group. We look upon those who
care for us as having ‘parenting’ roles
over us.
Being a democratic country, we hold

the privilege of choosing who may take
care of us politically. It is good to choose
those whom we trust, those whom we
can trust because they will be our caretakers and servants. Yet, by choosing
them, we give them the power to make
decisions that will surely affect us and
shape our history and in the long run,
even culture.
This process of choosing is what we
call ‘election’. Every election event is a
chance for us to choose our caretakers
and public servants well. The reason
why there is a campaign period is for us
to get to know their abilities, their ideals and vision, and their motives for aspiring to “serve” us. If we freely choose
by the help of our conscience, we give
ourselves, our families and our society
the best caretakers who can make good
decisions for the benefit of the common
good but especially for those who are
most vulnerable.
It is, therefore, necessary that we
choose in freedom. Our choice should
be motivated by real concern for the

good of all in the present and in the
future. It is our responsibility to elect
those whom we can truly trust that will
use our common resources for the benefit of everybody. We will be answerable to ourselves and to our children if
we allow our choice to be influenced by
selfish or short-term motives and a lack
of freedom influenced by factors other
than our conscience.
The kind of leaders we elect would
reflect our values. Whom we choose
would tell who we are. If we choose
honest and dedicated leaders who put
the interest of others before their own,
then we are also a people who are honest and selfless.
We pray that those who have the gifts
of responsible service and genuine concern for the welfare of people would
find the courage to make themselves
available to be chosen by the people.
We pray that we may be free and
strong enough to choose public servants who, like our Lord Jesus, come to
serve and not to be served.

Antigo

OF LATE an emissary has reportedly called on the Diocese
of Borongan to negotiate that one of the Balangiga bells be
placed at the National Museum in Manila.
Although National Museum Director Jeremy Barns has
denied any part to the Zubiri Senate Rosultion 965 that
sought the transfer of one of the Balangiga bells to the
National Museum, his media statements tell his mind quite
substantially.
He in fact has lambasted the Diocese of Borongan and the
Catholic church for hypocrisy and double standardizing.
“Stating that ‘respect’ for historical integrity, the sacred
character of church objects, and the property rights of
the Christian faithful cannot be compromised…raises
eyebrows among those dedicated persons, including many
within the government, who constantly work to mitigate
the ongoing degradation and loss of our church heritage in
many parts of the country,” so said Director Barns.
Referring to the statement of the Diocese of Borongan
(See page A11) in response to Senate Resolution 965, Barns
was quick to add, “Such strong statements as were made
make the Church in general open to charges of hypocrisy
or double standards, which we would deeply regret.” He
also noted that the worsening quality of churches and
Catholic symbols in the country are “too often caused by
the Church authorities themselves as items, including
bells, are sold or allowed to decay beyond repair due
to ignorance, indifference or worse.” That’s a gross
accusation. It subscribes to a myopic view that churches
and church artifacts were primarily made for museums
and nothing else, and, therefore, not preserving them the
way museum curators do makes the Church “ignorant,
indifferent or worse.”
Barns must have glossed over the fact that the country’s
teeth in museum pieces came only in 1966 when President
Ferdinand Marcos signed Republic Act No. 4846 or the
Cultural Properties and Protection Act that designated the
museum as the lead agency in the protection and preservation
of the nation’s cultural properties
Without even mentioning the centuries-old museums of
UST, San Agustin and other Church collections, it does not
settle well with common sense to accuse of hypocrisy and
double standardizing the very institution that was the only
one that preserved these artifacts for many centuries when
the National Museum and those “dedicated persons” were
yet in limbo. It may be good to check how the government
has preserved historical and cultural artifacts since
Aguinaldo’s time. Even the preservation of government’s
records down to the municipal level has been quite in
shambles until lately.
Also, mentioning in his media statements that Barns’
office has been helping “for years to rebuild the church
in Guiuan since Typhoon Yolanda” and those “numerous
dioceses and parishes which we have assisted, expending
considerable government resources and public funds
in the process” is an unnecessary nitpicking that leaves
some bad taste in the mouth. As a matter of course, that
presumably expects a debt of gratitude that smacks of
patronage politics that demands a quid-pro-quo—in the
same fashion that a politician builds a government project,
say a waiting shed, and place his name on it for every
constituent to acknowledge and give vote.
The national museum director raises the issue of the
“strongly worded” statement of the Diocese of Borongan,
as if a “softly worded’ statement would change the rhyme
and reason in its objection to the Senate Resolution 965.
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Why did the White Russians settle in Tubabao Is., Guiuan?
THE evacuation of more than 5,800
emigres to the island of Tubabao,
Guiuan, Eastern Samar in 1949-1951
sprang from the relentless efforts of
the White Russians in Communist
China to flesh out their aspiration to
live as a free people.
It should be recalled that
during and after the 1917 Bolshevic
revolution in Russiaunder Vladimir
Lenin against the Tsar and the Russian
civil war that ensued, the White
Russians, who were opposed to the
Communist regime, fled the country.
Emigres from Southern Russia and
Ukraine, for instance, went to eastern
Europe. But those in Siberia and in
the Russian Far East settled in Harbin,
Hankow and Shanghai, among other

cities in China, where they felt safe
from the clutches of Communism.
Their stay in these Chinese cities
was not for long, however. AfterWorld
War II, when China was freed from
the Japanese, the Chinese civil war
between the Communists under
Mao-Tse Tung and the Nationalists
under Chiang Kai Shek resumed. By
1948, the Communists, who were
supported by Russia, took control of
northern China, forcing hundreds of
Russian émigrés in Peking, Hankow,
Tiensin and nearby cities to transfer
to Shanghai. But it was clear to them
that Mao’s army would eventually
overrun the whole of China and place
it under a Communist rule.
Meanwhile, it came also to their

knowledge that, as a result of theYalta
Conference, the White Russians in
Europe were being repatriated by
force to Russia. It was claimed, for
instance, that in Austria, around
40,000 Cossacks were deported to
Russian labor camps. In Harbin itself,
the Russian Army and the Secret
Police (KGB) were already arresting
and deporting Russian emigrants to
forced labor camps. Indeed, all White
Russians living in China were advised
to leave.
Alarmed by these developments,
Gregory Bologoff, a Cossack, formerly
a colonel in the Russian Imperial
Army (which opposed Communism),
became involved in organizing the
White Russians in China into the
Russians / A11
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A Thought For A Thought

Balik-balay

Rev. Eutiquio B. Belizar, Jr., SThD

Sarah Mabansag Puno

The Balangiga Bells, Catriona Gray and
the conundrum of Christmas
“I will honor Christmas in my
heart, and try to keep it all the
year”— Charles Dickens
CHRISTMAS occasions returns
I predict that December 2018
will be one to remember and
ponder for Filipinos. In a space
of two days the Philippines,
ironically at a time of a muchtouted and controverted antiillegal-drug campaign, have
gone through two highs: the
return of the historic Balangiga
Bells where they belong and
the return of the Miss Universe
crown to a Filipino citizen
named Catriona Gray from
Albay.
On the other hand, Christmas
is God’s project to enable
exiled mankind, confined in the
seemingly impregnable fortress
of King Sin and Queen Death, to
return home to God, fount of life
and grace. “She,” the angel in a
dream says to Joseph of Mary,
“will give birth to a son and you
are to name him Jesus for he
will save his people from their
sins”(Mt 1:21). December is
the month when the Deliverer
gives the lie to hopelessness.
The Philippines, like the world,
when she welcomes him, sets
great store by the dream of
redemption.

Expected coming, unexpected
ways
December 2018, to put it
simply, stands for surprise
blessings and undeserved gifts.
Is not this what Christmas is all
about? Foretold and therefore
expected by the prophets, the
Messiah was nevertheless born
in a manner illustrating the
words of Isaiah the prophet:
“My thoughts are not your
thoughts; my ways are not
my ways” (Is 55:8). For which
of the high and mighty in the
Philippines or the world would
choose to be born in a manger,
live in an age of scientific and
technological barbarity to say
the least, be crucified on an
ignominious hill by a cabal of
religious and political lowlifes?
St. Francis of Assisi started
the tradition of dramatizing
Christmas
by
means
of
the
Nativity
Scene.
On
the other hand, the utter
commercialization
of
the
practice has in many places
reduced the devotion and
meditation to a toothless
holiday decoration. What moved
the saint to meditation, prayer
and charity continues to move
people to take selfies, bored
expressions and a shallow piety

that does not translate into
witnessing to the One on the
crib. The Nativity decor without
prayer and meditation becomes
a disposable item instead of a
sign of the sacred.
Divinely ordained ironies
Christmas is about the owner
of all the wealth in the world,
nay, of the universe, being
born in abject poverty. The
King of kings is reduced to the
stark powerlessness seen in
the great masses of the poor
in the Philippines and the
world. It is curious how the
Miss Universe Philippine bet
Catriona Gray was enriched not
only morally by her stint with
the poor children of Tondo,
Manila but also by the crown
she won partly by virtue of her
insights from her experience.
The poor occasioned her
coming into a world view that
won her a singular dream. She
understandably is accused of
romanticizing the poverty of the
Philippines to win a crown. Can
real poverty be romanticized?
It may seem so. But this is only
true to those who do not have
to live with it, breathe it, smell
it, touch it and even become it.
After every good word or deed
for the poor, most do-gooders
Catriona/ A9

a cross from a tree where our Savior
suffered and died on it”. He jokingly
said, “Our eternity is through a tree
not through a cake”.
It was just jokingly said, but it
awakened me of its deep meaning
that led me to reflect on it. Yes, a tree
for Christmas, the birthday of Jesus
Christ not a cake, because our life
from God is made eternal through it.
Our salvation for eternity is through
the sufferings and death of Christ on
the cross which is from a tree. It is
not through a cake which means just
sweetness or pleasures of life. It is
accepting our daily crosses that we
can be with Him forever.
This tradition of putting up a
Christmas tree in our homes, going
back to its history was started by the
16th century German preacher Martin
Luther. While he was walking through
the forest and looked up to the sky,
he was delighted by the beauty of the
stars shining through the branches
of the tree. Going home, he told his
children that he was reminded of
Jesus, who left the stars of heaven
to come to earth to be with us on
Christmas.
Indeed this tradition is not
just for the sake of art to decorate the
season but to make us reflect on the
significance of the Christmas tree to
our Christian faith and our journey for
eternity. We celebrate the coming of
Christ on Christmas Day with a special
tree to be reminded of His greatest
love for us and His mission which is
our salvation for our eternal life with
Him in heaven. Merry Christmas one
and all!

Voice of the Voiceless

Mau Obon

Fr. Fernando Navidad Egargo, Ph.D

(There are no problems here!)
HAVE you experienced a day
when everything seems to go
wrong? I did. Everybody does
I think. This reminds me of a
story I’ve read somewhere in
the internet. It goes this way:
“The carpenter I hired to help
me restore an old farmhouse had
just finished a rough first day on
the job. A flat tire made him lose
an hour of work, his electric saw
quit, and now his ancient pick-up
truck refused to start.
While I drove him home, he sat
in stony silence. On arriving, he
invited me in to meet the family.
As we walked toward the front
door, he paused briefly at a small
tree, touching the tips of the
branches with both hands.
After opening the door,
he underwent an amazing
transformation. His face was
wreathed in smiles, and he
hugged his two small children
and then gave his wife a kiss.
Afterwards, he walked me to
my car. We passed the tree, and
my curiosity got the better of me.
I asked him about what I had
seen him do earlier.
“Oh, that’s my worry tree,”
he replied. “I know I can’t help
having worries on the job, but
one thing for sure, worries don’t
belong in the house with my wife
and children. So I just hang them
up on the tree every night when I
come home. Then in the morning,
I pick them up again.”
“Funny thing is,” he smiled,
“when I come out in the morning
to pick them up, there aren’t
nearly as many as I remember

hanging up the night before.”
One lesson that I got from this
story is for us to pause, and have
a quiet moment when we are
having a rough time. The farmer
in the story “sat in stony silence”.
Getting mad at every little thing
and at everyone to “let out” our
stress will only make things
worse. The beauty of having a
moment of silence is that we
allow ourselves to be at peace.
Surely, a peaceful mind can
think better than the one that is
raging mad.
The story also tells us that
we have the capability to drop
our worries. The farmer had
his worry tree. This part made
me recall another story about a
glass of water.
“A lecturer, when explaining
stress management to an
audience, raised a glass of water
and asked, “How heavy is this
glass of water?” Answers called
out ranged from 20g to 500g. The
lecturer replied, “The absolute
weight doesn’t matter. It depends
on how long you try to hold it. If
I hold it for a minute, that’s not a
problem. If I hold it for an hour,
I’ll have an ache in my right arm.
If I hold it for a day, you’ll have
to call an ambulance. In each
case, it’s the same weight, but
the longer I hold it, the heavier it
becomes.”
He continued, “And that’s the
way it is with stress management.
If we carry our burdens all the
time, sooner or later, as the
burden becomes increasingly
heavy, we won’t be able to carry

on. “ “As with the glass of water,
you have to put it down for a
while and rest before holding it
again. When we’re refreshed, we
can carry on with the burden.”
Thinking about our problems
all day long will not help us.
Somebody once said that what
you focus on expands. Meaning
if we keep on obsessing about
our worries, your perception
about your life will change. You
will then be looking at life in a
negative way. What follows is
hopelessness and loss of joy.
Definitely, a depressed mood
will not help solve problems.
That ain’t good.
Another lesson I got from the
story is that, when we take a
break, our worries do not seem
as big anymore, when we pick
them up later. Stress makes us
emotional. When emotions rule
us, we can’t think objectively.
That’s why we need a break to
gain the right perspective.
Problems will continue to
hound us as long as we live. How
it will affect us will depend on
how we respond to it. Take a
break, pray, drop your worries
for a moment, deal with it again
later or the next day.
They say life is from B to D,
that is, from birth to death.
And what is in between B and
D? It’s C, choice. Your life story
be written according to your
choices. You can choose to let
your problems consume you
and defeat you, or you can allow
it to help you grow as a person.
God bless!
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Why a tree for Christmas
A CHRISTMAS tree for us is a MUST in
our homes in celebrating the birthday
of Jesus Christ, our Savior. Not only in
homes but it is even made spectacular
in important public places. In business
establishments it is lavishly decorated
and indeed a sight to behold. It’s
lighting to start the season is excited
witnessed by individuals and families.
I was tempted to ask, “why a tree for
Christmas?” while we were putting
up our Christmas tree at home.
My daughter who was having her
vacation leave from work in the big
city answered, “Ma, it symbolizes a
family that strongly stands because it
is lighted and blessed by Christ who
came to earth on Christmas Day”.
This led me to ask this question from
others. RJ a fresh graduate teacher
said, “It is a symbol of unity of people
who are celebrating the coming of
Christ, the Savior”. That could be the
reason why we see Christmas trees
outside our homes, in communities, in
public places.
I asked an artist the same question.
He said, “A tree allows you to show
more of your versatility in arts in
expressing your mind and heart about
the season”.
Then I came to ask a religious
person. He replied, “The tree is a
symbol of life that comes from God,
the life of an individual, the life of a
family, the life of a community that
is sustained by the love and mercy of
God through our Lord Jesus Christ.
He came to us announced by the light
of a star. And this sustained life on
earth attains eternity through a tree.
Our salvation for eternity is through
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“Kwarta O Kahon” : Disagreeing
Without Being Disagreeable
“Do you think that I have come to
establish peace on the earth. No, I tell
you, but rather division.” (Luke 12:51)
MOST pre-millennial Filipinos would
remember Kwarta O Kahon as a popular
TV game show that aired from 1962
until around 2000. It would later on
resurrect with different names like
Pera o Bayong and Pera o Kahon. The
dynamic of the game is simple. Players
would be asked to choose between realmoney or the unknown content of the
kahon (or bayong). The audience would
usually shout and “coach” the contestant
to choose either kwarta or kahon. The
audience is divided and the shouting
is passionate. One group is pro-kwarta
and the other is pro-bayong. But in the
end, whatever the contestant picks (and
ending up either a winner or a loser),
everybody goes home happy for having
seen a good show.
It is a fact of life that we will never
agree on many things in this world.
We do sometimes prefer kwarta
over the kahon or vice versa. The
disagreements can range from the more
simple matters of taste to the more
complicated matters of principles. We
differ in our choices when it comes to
food and fashion, for example. But we
also differ when it comes to matters
of religion and politics. I don’t know
of a family who disowned each other
simply because they don’t like the
same teleserye or favorite food. It is
rather unfortunate that when it comes
to differences in religious beliefs and
political persuasions, disagreements
sometimes lead to animosity.
We must make an uncompromising
stand on matters of principles, no
doubt about that. For me, for example,
my belief in the dignity of every human
being and my devotion to Mama Mary
are non-negotiable. Not only that

nothing in this world will make me
change that belief, I am also willing to
fight for that belief no matter what it
takes. But even as I stand solidly on my
principles, it does not mean that I can
look down on those whose beliefs are
totally different from mine. I love Mama
Mary, but I will never despise anyone
who does not believe in the significance
of the Blessed Mother in their lives. In
the same manner, I have always objected
to extra judicial killings (EJK) as a way
of curbing criminality. But I will never
wish death on anyone who claims that
killing suspected criminals is justifiable.
It is election season again. People
would soon choose, not between kwarta
or kahon, but from among candidates
who all promise to serve instead of being
served. Sadly, however, I have observed
that in the recent past, differences in
expressing one’s political beliefs have
often been reduced to personal attacks
against the “others”. Ad hominem seems
to have replaced the art of intelligent
and logical arguments. Deception and
demonization have become the rules of
the game. Why can’t we be different yet
not bitter at the same time? Why can’t
we disagree yet remaining courteous
at the same time? Why can’t we be on
opposite sides yet maintaining civility
at the same time?
Kwarta o Kahon? You have the
right to choose, you have the right to
be different. It’s about time to make
principled choices. As you make a
stand, be mindful that others do not see
the world the same way as you do. You
can persuade others to join you on our
side but do it with dignity and civility.
Remember, in spite of our differences,
there are many things we still share
in common with others. On matter we
disagree, respect. On matters we agree,
collaborate.
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Medroso / A1
In 2002, Medroso appointed retired U.S.
Airforce staff, Sonny Sampayan, as the US
Special Envoy of the Diocese of Borongan
to continue the legislative lobby for the
return of the bells that were enshrined at
the F.E. Warren Airforce Base in Wyoming,
USA.
At the start of the thanksgiving mass, the
bells were blessed by Naval Bishop Rex
Ramirez who is a native of Balangiga town.
The concelebrating Palo Archbishop John
Du, Borongan Bishop Crispin Varquez and
Naval bishop Rez Ramirez tolled one of the
three bells after the solemn blessing.
Other bishops who attended the
handover ceremonies could not make it to
the celebration of the thanksgiving mass
because they had to catch up with the

flight back to Manila. They were: Davao
Archbishop and CBCP President Romulo
Valles, Apostolic Nuncio to the Philippines,
Gabriele Giordano Caccia, and the Ordinary
for Military Services of America, Archbishop
Timothy Broglio.
The local clergy and religious of the Diocese
of Borongan and some representatives from
the Clergy of the Archdiocese of Palo and
the Dioceses of Calbayog and Catarman
concelebrated in the mass.
The thanksgiving mass that was wellattended by guests and local residents,
was broadcast live by RTVM (Radio TV
Malacañang) and by the diocesan radio
DYVW. It was also streamed live at several
social media platforms of the local Voice of
the Word Media Network. (ESTE News)

Catriona/ A5
go back to their hotels, well-provided
homes and lives of comfort. Yet when we
contemplate the Nativity narrative we run
smack into the truth that Jesus was born to
poverty, really lived poverty and even died
in total poverty. Paul the Apostle opens us
to its stark but deeper significance: “For
you know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ,
that though he was rich, he became poor for
your sakes so that by his poverty, you might
become rich” (2 Cor 8:9)
The present: His presence
Lately in an old chapel’s former sacristy I
came upon two ancient bells languishing in
various stages of overuse and neglect. They
both sounded flat. Thinking of the Balangiga
bells’ rehab in Philadelphia, I thought of how
much it would cost to submit them to the
same honor; naturally I opted to recommend
the purchase of new bells as a lot cheaper.
But let us not miss the point: Even bells have
their own tryst with mortality. After her
win Catriona Gray declared how honored
she is to give the Miss Universe crown
as her Christmas present to her country

the Philippines. And yet, even without
taking away from her the glory due her
incredible achievement, she knows as we
do that that crown will not be present to
adorn her head any more even only after a
year. Sic transit gloria mundi. On the other
hand, Christmas is built on the foundation
of God’s promise through Isaiah: “Behold,
a virgin shall conceive and give birth to a
son, and they shall call him Immanuel’”
(Is 7:14). Matthew reaffirms this promise
as nearing fulfilment through the angel’s
reassuring words to Joseph, even defining
‘Immanuel’ to mean “God-is-with-us”
(Mt 1:23). This is the real present of
Christmas: GOD’s PRESENCE AMONG
US through his Son who even promised
before his return to heaven and at the end
of Matthew’s Gospel: “I WILL BE WITH
YOU ALWAYS even until the end of time”
(Mt 28:20).
Christmas then marks the end of the
conundrum and the beginning of mystery.
That is, mystery in the sense Pope St. Paul
VI understood it—“a reality filled with the
PRESENCE OF GOD”.
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“On the bells are inscribed the words ‘Holy to the Lord’”
(Zech 14:20)
BELOVED People of God:
Grace and peace of our Lord Jesus Christ!
After years of waiting and uncertainty,
this season of Advent, the season of waiting, is yielding us an early Christmas gift—
the return of the Bells of Balangiga. God
has shown great favor to our Local Church
and, by extension, to our country.
We express deep gratitude to the Almighty who has done “great things” (Lk
1:49) for us and to so many persons and
instrumentalities through whom the Lord
has manifested his love. With the psalmist we exclaim: “Praise the Lord with the
sound of the cymbals! Praise him with the
loud clashing of the cymbals” (Ps 150:5)!

Pastoral letter on the returning bells of Balangiga

During a time of war the bells were
taken from the Parish of St Lawrence,
Deacon & Martyr, Balangiga, Eastern Samar. They are being brought back during
the season of hope and peace. This is only
right because the bells are instruments of
prayer and worship, sources of true hope
and peace.
We must not deny the tragic events of
war that occasioned the misuse of the bells
by the warring parties. We must express
sincere sorrow and repentance for the sins
committed leading to the loss of lives and
the destruction of homes and properties.
But we must also forgive. We must seek
reconciliation not because it is politically

correct but because it is the demand of the
Gospel.
Rightly used, the bells call us to pray and
worship our God and Father through our
Lord Jesus Christ in the Holy Spirit. Prayer
and worship express but also deepen our
faith, hope and charity. We ring the bells
before and during our highest act of prayer
and worship—the Holy Eucharist. We ring
the bells to signal community acts and to
alarm the same community of impending
emergencies. In a word, the bells bridge us
to God and to one another. The bells are an
integral part and parcel of our life in Christ
in the community.
Let us therefore rejoice over the return

Message of Bishop Crispin Varquez,
DD during the turnover ceremony of
the Balangiga Bells
TO the Philippine government
that have been working for
the return of these Bells
for several decades now,
MARAMING SALAMAT.
To the American people,
THANK YOU SO MUCH. May I
offer a profound sentiment of
gratitude to the US Veterans
who stood gallantly, both in
war and in peace, to uphold
the heroism and courage of
their comrades.
To the many individuals and
groups who have persistently
worked, lobbied and prayed
for the eventual return of
these bells, I bow to you in
sincere appreciation and
thankfulness.
Please be assured that we
will return the bells to their
original purpose—and care
and cherish them as a precious
legacy of the profound faith,

heroism and courage of our
forebears.
Rightly used, the bells call us
to pray and worship our God.
Prayer and worship express
and deepen our faith, hope
and charity. We ring the bells
before and during our highest
act of prayer and worship—
the Holy Eucharist. We ring
the bells to signal community
acts and to alarm the same
community of impending
emergencies. In a word, the
bells bridge us to God and to
one another. The bells are an
integral part and parcel of our
daily life in the community.
These have symbolized your
courage, heroism, love for
freedom and democracy.
We owe it to our forebears
that we must continue to work
together more strongly and
more committedly that these

bells will help bolster our
faith, our history, our dignity
and
our
socio-economic
development.
Today, we courageously
express our commitment that
we will do all we can, under the
patronage and intercession of
our Patron, St. Lawrence, the
deacon and martyr, to protect
and secure that these bells
will never be separated from
you again. They will remain in
this Church.
BALANGIGA, never again
will these bells be taken away
from you! THANK YOU.

The Philippines, under Pres.
Elpidio Quirino responded—
actually, ours was the only
country that did—to the appeal,
and offered to the refugees the
island of Tubabao , Guiuan. And,
through an arrangement made
and facilitated by the IRO, to the
island they did come. (Later
on, Quirino himself, as well as
Senator Noland and Orthodox
Archbishop John Maximovitch,
visited the camp to express his
concern and solidarity to the
refugees.)
Though almost uninhabited
when the first batch of refugees
came, Tubabao, a triangular-

of the Balangiga Bells. But we must also
constantly return to the Lord and to one
another by our continuing renewal and
reconciliation. With the sure guidance and
intercession of the Virgin Mary our Mother, St Lawrence, Deacon & Martyr, and all
the saints, let us resolve, inspired by the
Balangiga Bells, to heed the Scriptures’
counsel: “If today you hear his voice, harden not your hearts”(Ps 95:7).
Sincerely in the Lord,
MOST REV. CRISPIN B. VARQUEZ, DD
Bishop of Borongan
30 November 2018

‘Respect Historical Integrity,
Respect Church Property’
Statement of the Bishop and Clergy of the Diocese of Borongan on Senate Resolution 965 Seeking to Transfer of
One Balangiga Bell to the National Museum

MOST REV. CRISPIN B.
VARQUEZ, DD
Bishop of Borongan
December 15, 2018
St. Lawrence the Deacon and
Martyr Parish
Balangiga, Eastern Samar

WE, the Bishop and Clergy of the
Diocese of Borongan collectively
OBJECT TO and STRONGLY STAND
AGAINST the transfer of one or all
of the Bells of Balangiga from their
historical and rightful habitat,
which is the Parish Church of St.
Lawrence, Deacon and Martyr, in
Balangiga, Eastern Samar, Diocese
of Borongan.
We recognize the national significance of the bells. We likewise
desire that they be correctly appreciated by all Filipinos, in particular by the young and also by
the future generations. But just
as we do not transfer Jose Rizal’s
family mementoes from the Rizal
residence in Calamba to Manila,
nor do we move from Kawit, Cavite
the artifacts of the First Philippine
Republic, neither should we transfer any or all of the Balangiga Bells
from their historical and rightful
location: namely, the Roman Catholic Parish Church of St. Lawrence,
Deacon and Martyr. Any effort

aimed at such a transfer is a disrespectful mangling of history and
the right of the Catholic faithful of
Balangiga to their private property.
The Balangiga Encounter at which
the bells played a role happened in
Balangiga. It is only right that they
be returned to Balangiga and stay
in Balangiga.
The Balangiga Bells are sacramentals, that is, they are also sacred artifacts that call the faithful
to prayer and worship. But they especially call them to the sacrament
of the Holy Eucharist, the highest
form of prayer and worship for
Catholics. Therefore, they belong
in the Church, not in a museum.
Senate Resolution 965 does
violence to history and the sacred
character and purpose of the Balangiga Bells. It must be rejected.

shaped island south of Guiuan,
was, as described in HyperWar,
formerly a Quonset “city” with
mess halls, recreation facilities,
churches, and utilities for
10,000 men.
It was chosen
by the American forces as a
navy receiving station. It was
connected to Guiuan by a 515-ft
long bridge of timber, 22 ft wide.
However,
save
for
the
bridge, a few Quonset huts,
a rusty pontoon serving as
pier, a nonfunctioning walkin refrigerator, an abandoned
large mechanized laundry, and
a dilapidated church, there was
hardly any trace of the “city”

when the first White Russians
arrived in January 1949, 49 of
them (the “advance echelon”) by
air on the 12th, and 492 by sea on
the 23rd, on board S.S. Hwa Lien.
As refugees poured in, the
practically uninhabited island
of Tubabao was transformed
into what was known as Russian
Refugee Camp. It was divided
into 14 districts, each district
taking care of its own needs.
Eventually, electricity, hospital,
sanatorium,
supply
office,
cemetery and churches of every
denomination were set up. After
almost three years of refuge in
the island and of waiting for

immigration officers, they were
eventually admitted to France,
Chile and other South American
countries, the United States and
Australia, but the great majority
was finally settled in the U.S.
However unpleasant may have
been their life in the island,
especially for the elderly, the
White Russians were freed from
the power of Josef Stalin and Mao
Tse-Tung. Indeed, their very lives
were saved from pogrom and
certain death. Obviously, their
plight was better than of those
who chose to remain in China,
for whom life in the 1950s was
almost intolerable.*

MOST REV. CRISPIN B. VARQUEZ,
DD
Bishop of Borongan
13 December 2018

Russians / A4
Russian Emigrants’ Association.
As President, he rallied the
Russian émigrés to organize the
evacuation of their fellow White
Russians to a safe and secure
place.
Thousands supported him,
declaring their irreconcilability
with Communism. Rather than
having themselves subjected to a
communist dictatorship either in
Russia or in China, they decided
to leave Shanghai. Col. Bologoff
appealed to the United Nations,
to the International Refugees
Organization (IRO) and to all
countries in the free world to
save them and give them asylum.
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The significance of the Bells of Balangiga
By Msgr Lope C Robredillo, SThD
Thanksgiving
Allow me, at the outset, to use
the words of the Psalmist (Ps
118:24): “This is the day the Lord
has made!  Let us rejoice in it and
be glad!”   This day is significant
indeed, because it marks a historic
event in the life of the people in
the parish of St Lawrence and in
the Diocese of Borongan, and of
the country as a whole.  At last, the
three bells of Balangiga, taken 117
years ago, are back to their home!
For a man of faith, this is a work
of God.  This is the reason why the
Diocese of Borongan, together with
many people who rejoice with us,
come together to celebrate the
Eucharist, as an act of thanksgiving
for this great gift—an advance
Christmas gift!
But God brought this about
through the instrumentality of
men and women who labored for
decades to bring them home.  To
the list of various individuals
and groups mentioned in the
media, which included US and
Philippine Presidents, senators,
cabinet secretaries, ambassadors,
historians, philanthropists, and
many others who, in the words of
US Ambassador Sung Kim, “worked
tirelessly to raise awareness of the
history of the bells and to advocate
for their dignified return,” we
might also add Philippine and US
Bishops, Bishops of the Diocese of
Borongan, priests, and Estehanon
groups and individuals.
Thank God for their efforts.
Current views on the Bells of
Balangiga
But we have to ask: What is the
significance of these bells?   Why

are they so important to us?
Two Perspectives. To date, there
are two major views on the bells
that one reads from books and
from the traditional and social
media. For many Filipinos, the
bells symbolize courage, struggle
for independence and victory
over foreign invaders.  For many
Americans, on the other hand, they
are trophies of war and represent a
lasting memorial of the more than
50 American soldiers killed in the
Balangiga massacre.
Third Point of View. But we
need not take these as the only
valid alternatives.  After all, both
perspectives focus on the political
use made of the bells.   As Catholics,
we have to look at them from the
point of view of faith.  We have to
see them from what bells are all
about, in the first place.
Bells in Catholic understanding
What is the meaning of church
bells in Catholicism?
[1] First: Bells Are a Symbol of
God’s Voice. In the rite of blessing
used during the Spanish time,
Psalm 28 [29]:4 which says, “vox
Domini in virtue, vox Domini in
magnificencia”, is used, obviously
to point out that church bells
symbolize the voice of God.  For a
man of faith, when a church bell
rings, he takes it as a call from God
himself.
So, when the bell rings for the
Mass, it is God who calls us to
congregate as a community, as his
own people.  He calls us to form
one family before his presence,
his family that prays, and become
brothers and sisters in Christ.
When the bell rings for baptism,

Palo Archbishop John Du, Borongan Bishop Crispin Varquez, Tagbilaran Emeritus Bishop Leonardo Medroso and Naval Bishop Rex Ramirez impose
their hands on one of the Balangiga bells after the thanksgiving mass at the St. Lawrence the Deacon and Martyr Parish Church in Balangiga,
Eastern Samar on December 15, 2018. (Photo courtesy of Roy Lagarde)

wedding and funeral, it is God who
calls us to experience his presence
in the decisive moments of our
existence.  When the bell rings for
the angelus, the anima, it is God
himself who calls us to pray in his
Spirit.
[2] Second: Bells Are Means
to Holiness. Aside from their
symbolism, bells are also means
to holiness.  There is only one
call for everyone, and it is to be
holy.  Church bells are a help to that
end.  This means that if one hears
and obeys the sound of the bell, he
or she is in the right direction of

life.
This is the reason why, before
it is used, a church bell has to be
blessed.  In fact, in the old rite of
blessing, sacred oils were used
in the interior and exterior of the
bell. Clearly, it becomes a sacred
object.  It is transformed into a
sacramental. It sanctifies events
in moments of our lives, it makes
us aware of God’s presence in our
daily talk and walk.
[3] Third: Bells Are Set Apart for
Sacred Use.   Also of importance
to stress, the blessing of the bell
is done to set it aside for the use

in the service of God.  It is thus
understandable that there were
legislations in many countries
against their use for merely secular
purposes, and the church made it
a principle that the control of bells
rests on the clergy.  In Catholic
observance,
the
doorkeeper
(ostiarius) was ordained for that
purpose, though in practice, the
sacristan has control of them.
In accord with this principle, it is
obvious that they cannot be used to
signal a rebellion, or be converted
into a war trophy.
Significance/ B3
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Significance/ B1
[4] Fourth: Church Bells Create
Pilgrims. What, however, does the bell mean
for a person of faith who hears?  The bell is
not an end in itself.  It is useless unless it is
rang and heard.
When one hears the tolling of the bell, he
moves from where he is, and the moment
he travels toward the place where the bell
rings, he becomes a pilgrim.  He becomes like
Abraham who left his homeland and went
to the land God had promised him. Thus,
he moves to where God is, in the church,
in the Blessed Sacrament, in the liturgical
celebrations.
Church bells, therefore, make a pilgrim out
of the believer. In effect, the life of a faithful
pilgrim is linked to the pealing of the bells.  It
reminds him to walk toward God, to walk
in God and to walk with God.  It awakens in
him sentiments of faith, hope and love.  It
reminds him of his supernatural vocation—
the kingdom of God is really his home.
[5] Fifth: Bells Engender New Mary’s and
Martha’s.  Because bells make the hearer a
pilgrim to where God is, they form him into a
listener of God’s Word, an offeror of prayers,
persevering in communion with others and
exercising humble service of God in his fellow
men.  It is not, therefore, without reason
that in the old Ceremonial of Bishops, the
blessing of bells concluded with the chanting
from Luke 10:38-42 on the pericope on the
hospitality of Mary and Martha.  Through
the tolling of Church bells, new Mary’s and
Martha’s are born.
Thus, it can be noticed that, in Catholic
understanding, the bells are very rich in
meaning.
Bells in the Catholic Culture of a Parish
But, how did this understanding of Church
bells work in the context of a rural parish,
like Balangiga?  To understand this, we have
to go back to history.
Pre-Hispanic
Village
and
the Reduccion Program. When the
Spaniards came to the island of Samar, one
of the major difficulties they encountered
was the Samarenyo settlement pattern.  The
natives were greatly dispersed.  Though
pre-Hispanic natives speak of bungto, there
were no towns yet, if by town (bungto in
Samarenyo) we mean a concentration of
houses with street divisions.  No, there was
none.   The Samarenyos found it difficult to
live far removed from their fields.
One of the revolutionary steps the
Spaniards embarked on was to engage in a
program called reduccion.  Here, people were
asked to adapt themselves to a town planning,
in which the church and the convento stood
in front of the church plaza, and around the
latter were the houses of the prominent men
and other inhabitants.  A town must also
have a tribunal and a cemetery.  It was always
a source of pride and prestige for a village to
have these basic structures and to have a
resident priest.  No pueblo or municipality
could be established without them.
The Place of Bells in the Design of
the Town. In the town planning, it was
important that all the houses should be
within the earshot of the bell tower.  That
is why people were supposed to live bajo
las campanas.  The church plaza was
the site of various outdoor activities
and ceremonies—the blessing of palms,
the encuentro or salubong, village meeting
on account of impending danger like
Moro raids, and other forms of gathering
people.  These became possible and were
promptly responded to, because of the
pealing of the bells.
In fact, during Spanish time, when there
was a dearth of clocks and no sound system,
it is not an exaggeration to say that the life
of the village somehow revolved around
the bell—it rang to tell them to gather for
the Mass, to pray the Angelus, to succor
the souls in purgatory during the anima,
to tell the time, to announce big events, to
signal emergencies, to warn of Moro raids
or impending disaster.  
Thus, the bell was an integral part of the
Filipino village.  Its sound was the only
one that could be heard by all.  Nobody
could escape it, since people lived bajo las
campanas. No wonder, when the bells of
a parish did not ring, it was as if the town
were dead.  When I was young, my mother
used to say, there was something missing

The frontal view of the St. Lawrence the Deacon and Martyr Parish Church in Balangiga, Eastern Samar; taken 2 weeks before the arrival of the 3 Balangiga bells. (Este News)

when the church bell did not ring.  It was
like Viernes Santo, when the death of our
Lord is commemorated and bells are loudly
silent.
Church Law on Bells. Perhaps, one might
wonder, how many bells should a parish
have?  According to the law of the Church at
that time, a parish should have at least two
or three church bells.  It is not surprising,
then, that Balangiga had three of them at the
end of the Spanish regime.
Various Styles of Ringing the Bells. But
why three bells?   The reason is that, the
differences in the manner of ringing them,
and the number of bells employed indicated
the nature of the celebration and its rank
in the hierarchy of celebrations.  One can
assume that during the Spanish period,
the Balangiganons, just by listening to the
pealing, knew and easily distinguished
whether the bells were rang for mass, for
angelus, for fiestas, for the animas, for those
in agony, for a dead man or dead woman, or
child, or for an impending disaster.
Knowing Church practice, one can assume
that it is more likely that not just one but all
the three bells were rang during the attack
on the American camp in Balangiga in
September 1901.
A Double-Dead Town. When the
Americans came back to Balangiga after
the bloody affair, the town was dead.  It
was almost deserted. But not long after,
the place became double-dead, because all
its bells were transported elsewhere.  The
town was deprived of an essential element
of their bucolic life—the tolling of the three
bells. Understandably enough, the effort to
bring back the bells did not simply reflect a
longing for them as priceless heritage.  For a
people of faith, it was an effort to reclaim an
essential part of their religious and cultural
life.
Challenges of the return of the bells
But now that the bells are here, what does
that mean for a people of faith?  Permit me to
conclude this piece with two challenges, one
at the level of action, the other at the level of
faith.
A Museum for the Bells?  The bells
considered in the light of their significance
in Catholicism and their cultural context in
the parish, the most logical thing to do is to
put the bells in the right place—a bell tower,
and use them in accord with the intention of
the owner—the Catholic Church.  To place
them in a museum, whether in Balangiga or
elsewhere, is virtually to kill them.  To ring
them again is to give them life, to be truthful
and faithful to the purposes for which they
were cast.  
This, of course, is not to overlook the
significance it has acquired for the nation
after the Balangiga affair, but, for people of
faith, there are values the bells represent
that transcend political concerns.  
Moreover, it would be more in accord with
the spirit of reconciliation and forgiveness
between the United States and the
Philippines to put them in the place where

they were before the Philippine-American
conflict—the parish church.   That would
even strengthen the bond between the two
countries forged after Independence to date,
and bury hate and conflict that were kindled
during that deplorable episode of history.
On the other hand, there is simply
something not right and fair to removing the
bells from American memorials to victory
in Wyoming and South Korea if they would
only wind up in a museum glorifying
Filipino resistance.
Allowing God to Speak.  But an
even greater challenge is something
religious.  There are actually many in
this regard, but one is enough for our
purpose.  Once the bells are installed, can
they serve as real reminder for us all to
allow God to speak to us?   Shall we truly
respond to God’s call through the clear
voice of the bells and listen attentively to
his words?   Will the return of these bells

become a new launching pad for a new
evangelization in the parish, in the diocese,
and even in the Church in the Philippines?  
That, perhaps, may appear like a tall
order, but we can settle for what is more
pragmatic.  At the minimum, can they
become a motivation for people to gather
for Sunday Mass in numbers larger than
usual?   Will they make of us more prayerful
than before?  For, it could happen that even
in church celebrations, we might just be
talking only to ourselves, but never with
or to God.  Can they serve as reminder for
us about God’s presence in our lives and
in all that we do, and not to succumb to
the two subtle enemies of holiness—new
Gnosticism and new Pelagianism—that
Pope Francis mentions in his apostolic
exhortation,Gaudete et Exsultate?
The answer to that, I submit, can probably
make the return of the bells truly more
meaningful to us as a people of faith.*
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An Open Letter of Petition to President George W. Bush, the United
States Congress and the Helsinki Commission for the return of our
church bells to the Parish of Balangiga
ON behalf of the Parish of Balangiga and the
Diocese of Borongan, we would like to extend
our deepest appreciation to the Wyoming
Veterans’ Commission who recently voted 7
to 4 to return our church bells.
We are aware that a lot of deep thinking
and thoughtful efforts have gone into this
decision based on the research provided to
all of us by Ms Jean Wall, the daughter of
Private Gamlin, a soldier who saw action
in Balangiga and the Balangiga Research
Group. We also praise the Commission most
effusively for their courage and generosity
and for being the epitome of America’s
Ambassadors of goodwill.
These bells are valued significantly not
only for their place in history that binds
both Filipinos and Americans, but also for
the opportunity they present in fostering
much stronger ties, enhancing, that is, a
lasting goodwill between the two countries,
the Philippines and the United States.
It is our fervent hope that these bells,
when restored to the original settings in our
Catholic parish, could ring again—this time
as a spiritual symbol of the bond that will
always exist between our two nations.
We all the more take heart from the
legacy of His Holiness, the late Pope John
Paul II, who taught the world to value as
more important the bond of humanity that
is commonly shared by peoples and nations
regardless of differences in faith, politics and
history. We are also deeply honored by the
gracious act of the Holy See who endorsed to
President Bush our letter of petition for the
return of our church bells.
The Philippine-American War ended over

a century ago and the time has come for the
United States to follow her recent policy of
returning religious artifacts.
We draw parallels between the Bells of
Balangiga and the Schneerson Collection.
The comparison we would like to make is
the recent flurry of activity to return the
Schneerson Collection, a compilation of rare
religious books and manuscripts, formerly
owned by the Jewish Chabad-Lubavitch
community that has been held for nearly a
century by the former Soviet Union and now
the Russian Federation.
The Helsinki Commission and its
Chairman, Senator Sam Brownback of
Kansas held hearings on the return of these
valuable religious texts. To show support
for the return of these valuable collections,
Senator Norm Coleman of Minnesota wrote
a letter asking for the support of the U.S.
Senators. 100 U.S. Senators signed the letter,
including Senator Thomas and Senator Enzi
of Wyoming, calling for Russia to return
the religious texts to the Jewish ChabadLubavitch community. President Bush
delivered this letter to President Putin in
February 2005.
Presently, there are three church bells in
the U.S. possession that were taken in 1901 as
“war booty” during the Philippine-American
War from our church in the Philippines. Two
of the bells are “on display” at a military
installation in Wyoming, a location closed
to the public. The third bell is a traveling
mascot for the 9th US Infantry Division in
Korea. At this juncture, it is worth noting
that on April 24, 1863, President Lincoln
issued the General Order 100, Article 34,

Two of the Balangiga bells that used to be enshrined at the Francis E. Warren Air Force Base in Cheyenne, Wyoming, USA.
(Photo courtesy of Sonny Sampayan)

which prohibited members of the US Armed
Forces from taking church properties.
We are encouraged by the decision of the
Helsinki Commission, the 100 US Senators
and President Bush and we hope that they
will also apply the same efforts to return
our church bells. In addition, we are further
encouraged by the government of Italy for
their honorable gesture by returning the
Obelisk to Ethiopia after Italian soldiers
brought them to Italy over 70 years ago.
It’s been over a century since our church
bells and the Jewish texts were taken. If the
United States government leads by example
and returns the church bells to our parish,
perhaps President Putin may follow suit
and return the Schneerson Collection to the

Jewish Chabad-Lubavitch community.
We will always be grateful for the
courageous decision of the Wyoming
Veterans’ Commission. Needless to say, we
are very much encouraged, and we look
forward to a continued global support in
our effort to retrieve our church bells to our
Parish in Balangiga.
So we pray.
+Leonardo Y. Medroso, DD
Bishop of the Diocese of Borongan
Rev. Fr. Saturnino Obzunar
Balangiga Parish Priest
May 12, 2005
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